The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as CTU disclose program information to its prospective students. For information about a specific program, click on the program name to link to that section of the document.
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INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Associate of Science in Accounting

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $33,160. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $11,433 to $22,794. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 24 months and consists of 93 quarter credit hours.

33% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 36 months of starting. 21% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 36 months of starting.\(^1\)

36% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)\(^2\)

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $15,390.\(^3\)

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link:

---

\(^1\) The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student’s program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

\(^2\) The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active\(^{(1)}\) in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn\(^{(2)}\) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

\(^{(1)}\) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

\(^{(2)}\) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

\(^3\) The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Associate of Science in Business Administration

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $33,160. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Financial-Aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $11,433 to $22,794. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 24 months and consists of 93 quarter credit hours.

28% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 36 months of starting. 17% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 36 months of starting.\(^1\)

35% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)\(^2\)

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $14,474.\(^3\)

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

---

\(^1\) The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student’s program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent of the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

\(^2\) The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active\(^(1)\) in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn\(^(2)\) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

\(^1\) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

\(^2\) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

\(^3\) The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: MIL Associate of Science in Business Administration

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $19,530. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-MIL.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $11,433 to $22,794. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 24 months and consists of 93 quarter credit hours.

28% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 36 months of starting. 17% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 36 months of starting.1

35% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)²

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $14,474.³

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

---

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student’s program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program. 2

The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active¹ in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn² on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Associate of Science in Health Administration Services

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $32,650. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $11,433 to $22,794. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 24 months and consists of 91.5 quarter credit hours.

22% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 36 months of starting. 11% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 36 months of starting.1

13% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within three terms (which represents one academic year).2

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $31,806.3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.
2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start. A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.
(1) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.
3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME:  Bachelor of Science in Accounting - E

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $65,520. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $24,500 to $48,845. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 48 months and consists of 183 quarter credit hours.

38% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. 13% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting.1

31% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)2

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $34,293.3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link:

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student’s program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.
2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.
3 A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.
4 The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.
5 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Bachelor of Science in Business Administration -E- 1 Concentration

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $64,280. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $22,866 to $45,588. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 48 months and consists of 180 quarter credit hours.

35% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. 14% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting.¹

28% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)²

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $30,388.³

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

¹ The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

² The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

³ The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME:    Bachelor of Science in Business Administration - 1 Concentration

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $64,280. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $11,433 to $22,794. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 48 months and consists of 180 quarter credit hours.

35% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. 14% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting.

28% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)7

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $30,388.3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

**INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILLED IN MARYLAND**

The program is designed to be completed in 48 months and consists of 208 quarter credit hours.

35% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. 14% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting.1

28% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within three terms (which represents one academic year).2

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $30,388.3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s [College Scorecard](https://collegescorecard.ed.gov/), the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.


---

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

3 A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

2 The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.

INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $65,300. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $22,866 to $45,588. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 48 months and consists of 183 quarter credit hours.

% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. % of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting.1

39% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)2

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $ -.3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link:

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active[1] in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn[1] on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

[1] A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

[2] The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Bachelor of Science in Computer Science - Cybersecurity Engineering

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $65,080. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $21,233 to $42,332. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 48 months and consists of 183 quarter credit hours.

- % of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. - % of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. 1

39% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year) 2

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $. 3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

---

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice-E 1 Concentration

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $65,180. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-PDF.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $24,500 to $48,845. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 48 months and consists of 182 quarter credit hours.

20% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. 9% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting.1

36% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)2

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $40,041.3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Refund-Policy

---

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active3 in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn1 on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

3 A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

4 The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

**PROGRAM NAME:** Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice -E- Homeland Security and Emergency Management

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $65,180. See the tuition and fee schedule at [https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf](https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf) for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $24,500 to $48,845. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 48 months and consists of 182 quarter credit hours.

20% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. 9% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting.¹

36% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)²

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $40,041.³

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s [College Scorecard](https://www.collegescorecard.ed.gov), the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.


---

¹ The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

² The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active¹ in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn² on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

¹ A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

² The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

³ The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice- E - Human Services

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $65,300. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $22,866 to $45,588. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 48 months and consists of 183 quarter credit hours.

20% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. 9% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. 1

36% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year) 2

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $40,041. 3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student’s program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expect upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Cyber Security - 1 Concentration

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $66,540. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $24,500 to $48,845. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 48 months and consists of 186 quarter credit hours.

- % of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. - % of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting.\(^1\)

33% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)\(^2\)

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $20,736.\(^3\)

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU's institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student's responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

\(^1\) The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.\(^2\)

The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active\(^1\) in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn\(^2\) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

\(^1\) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

\(^2\) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

\(^3\) The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Bachelor of Science in Healthcare Management

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $64,500. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $24,500 to $48,845. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 48 months and consists of 180 quarter credit hours.

37% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. 18% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting.1

33% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)7

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $35,525.3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student’s program. The cohort consists of all initial program enrollees who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active(1) in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn(2) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expect upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: MIL Bachelor of Science in Healthcare Management

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $37,800. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-MIL.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $24,500 to $48,845. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 48 months and consists of 180 quarter credit hours.

37% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. 18% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting.1

33% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)2

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $35,525.3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program. 2

The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active1 in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn2 on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

**PROGRAM NAME:** Bachelor of Science in Information Technology

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $65,860. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $24,500 to $48,845. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 48 months and consists of 184 quarter credit hours.

20% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. 8% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting.

30% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $34,301.

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

---

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent of normal program length preceding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

3 A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

2 The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited number of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Bachelor of Science in Management

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $64,280. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $22,866 to $45,588. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 48 months and consists of 180 quarter credit hours.

56% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. 33% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting.1

31% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)2

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $22,595.3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

---

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student’s program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.
2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.
3 A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.
4 The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
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INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME:  Bachelor of Science in Nursing

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $30,230. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $13,067 to $26,051. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 24 months and consists of 180 quarter credit hours.

81% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 36 months of starting. 46% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 36 months of starting. ¹

12% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)²

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $12,370.³

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link:

¹ The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

² The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active(1) in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn(2) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

³ The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Bachelor of Science in Project Management

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $64,280. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $22,866 to $45,588. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 48 months and consists of 180 quarter credit hours.

29% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. 17% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting.\(^1\)

26% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)\(^2\)

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $16,895.\(^3\)

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

---

1. The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

2. The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active\(^{(1)}\) in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn\(^{(2)}\) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

\((1)\) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

\((2)\) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3. The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Bachelor of Science in Psychology

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $65,180. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $24,500 to $48,845. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 48 months and consists of 182 quarter credit hours.

23% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting. 9% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 72 months of starting.\(^1\)

38% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)\(^2\)

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $41,669.\(^3\)

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link:

---

\(^1\) The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

\(^2\) The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active\(^{[1]}\) in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn\(^{[1]}\) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

\(^{[1]}\) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

\(^{[2]}\) The number of withdrawing students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

\(^3\) The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: MIL - Doctor of Computer Science - Cybersecurity and Information Assurance

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $56,000. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-MIL.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $20,020 to $39,496. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 36 months and consists of 100 quarter credit hours.

50% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 54 months of starting. 75% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 54months of starting. 1

10% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within three terms (which represents one academic year). 2

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $56,421.  3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

---

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active(1) in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn(2) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME:  Doctor of Management - Global Leadership

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $64,440. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $20,020 to $39,496. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 36 months and consists of 100 quarter credit hours.

48% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 54 months of starting. 29% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 54 months of starting.1

14% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within three terms (which represents one academic year).2

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $77,358.3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.
2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn(1) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.
(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.
(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.
3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

**PROGRAM NAME:** Doctor of Management - Homeland Security

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $64,440. See the tuition and fee schedule at [https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf](https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf) for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $20,020 to $39,496. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 36 months and consists of 100 quarter credit hours.

48% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 54 months of starting. 29% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 54 months of starting.¹

14% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)²

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $77,358.³

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s [College Scorecard](http), the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.


---

¹ The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

² The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn(1) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

² The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

³ The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME:   MIL Doctor of Management - Homeland Security

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $53,840. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-MIL.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $20,020 to $39,496. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 36 months and consists of 96 quarter credit hours.

48% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 54 months of starting. 29% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 54 months of starting.

14% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $77,358.

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU's institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link:

---

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program. The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.

---

Rev. 8/12/19
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME:  Master of Business Administration

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $30,600. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $10,010 to $19,748. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 18 months and consists of 48 quarter credit hours.

63% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting. 8% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting. 1

13% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year). 2

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $34,696. 3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

---

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program. 1

2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active(1) in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn(2) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Computer Science- 1 Concentration

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $30,600. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $10,010 to $19,748. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 18 months and consists of 48 quarter credit hours.

73% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting. 0% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting. 1

10% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year) 2

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $27,426.3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent of the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018- 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active(1) in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn(2) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.

Rev. 8/12/19
The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited number of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Master of Science in Criminal Justice

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $30,600. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $10,010 to $19,748. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 18 months and consists of 48 quarter credit hours.

44% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting. 0% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting.¹

18% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)²

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $40,740.³

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University does not guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

¹ The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student’s program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

² The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active(1) in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn(2) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

³ The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.

Rev. 8/12/19
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Master of Science in Healthcare Management

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $30,600. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $10,010 to $19,748. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 18 months and consists of 48 quarter credit hours.

45% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting. 0% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting.\(^1\)

13% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)\(^2\)

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $40,568.\(^3\)

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University does not guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link:

---

\(^1\) The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

\(^2\) The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active\(^{(1)}\) in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn\(^{(1)}\) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

\(^{(1)}\) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

\(^{(2)}\) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

\(^3\) The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

**PROGRAM NAME:** Master of Science in Information Technology - 1 Specialization 8.0

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $30,600. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $10,010 to $19,748. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 18 months and consists of 48 quarter credit hours.

70% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting. 0% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting.

13% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year).

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $29,004.

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University does not guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link:

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active(1) in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn(2) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Management: Cybersecurity Management  
PROGRAM LEVEL: Master's

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $30,600. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $10,010 to $19,748. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 18 months and consists of 48 quarter credit hours.

56% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting. 2% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting.¹

16% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)²

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $39,230.³

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University does not guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link:

¹ The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent of the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.
² The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.
³ A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.
² The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.
³ The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Management: IT/Project Management  PROGRAM LEVEL: Master's

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $30,600. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $10,010 to $19,748. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 18 months and consists of 48 quarter credit hours.

56% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting. 2% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting.\(^1\)

16% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)\(^2\)

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $39,230.\(^3\)

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s [College Scorecard](http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy), the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: [Refund Policy](http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy)

---

\(^1\) The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

\(^2\) The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active\(^{(1)}\) in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn\(^{(1)}\) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

\(^{(1)}\) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

\(^{(2)}\) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

\(^3\) The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expect upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: MIL Management: IT/Project Management  PROGRAM LEVEL: Master’s

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $22,080. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-MIL.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $10,010 to $19,748. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 18 months and consists of 48 quarter credit hours.

56% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting. 2% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting. 1

16% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year) 2

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $39,230. 3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

---

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student’s program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn, or, prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Management: Organizational Leadership and Change  PROGRAM LEVEL: Master's

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $29,280. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $10,010 to $19,748. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 18 months and consists of 48 quarter credit hours.

56% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting. 2% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting.1

16% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)2

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $39,230.3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

---

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student’s program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active(1) in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn(2) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME:  Management: Project Management  PROGRAM LEVEL:  Master’s

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $30,600. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $10,010 to $19,748. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 18 months and consists of 48 quarter credit hours.

56% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting. 2% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting.\(^1\)

16% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)\(^2\)

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $39,230.\(^3\)

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

---

\(^1\) The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student's program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

\(^2\) The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active\(^{(1)}\) in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn\(^{(1)}\) on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

\(^{1}\) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

\(^{2}\) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

\(^3\) The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.
INFORMATION FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO ARE DOMICILED IN MARYLAND

The State of Maryland (Maryland Code, Commercial Law §13-320(b)(1)-(2)) requires that higher education institutions such as Colorado Technical University disclose the information below to its prospective students. Historical program level data may be based on a limited numbers of students and institutional earnings data may not correlate to your program of study and therefore should not be relied upon as an accurate indication of what earnings you should expected upon graduation.

PROGRAM NAME: Master of Science in Systems Engineering

The total institutional costs of tuition and fees for the program are $24,840. See the tuition and fee schedule at https://www.coloradotech.edu/media/default/ctu/documents/tuition-and-financial-aid/Tuition-and-Fees-VIRTUAL-CIV.pdf for more information.

CTU also provides estimates of additional ordinary living expenses that may be applicable to a student during their program for purposes of determining financial aid eligibility. These miscellaneous expense estimates include amounts for housing and meals, travel, and miscellaneous expenses such as dependent care or a computer. The actual estimate used for any student will depend on factors such as: academic workload, program length, housing/living arrangements, and military affiliation. The range CTU estimates of these living expenses for your program are from $10,010 to $19,748. These are not expenses you will owe to CTU, but along with the institutional cost of the program referenced above, would constitute a total cost of attendance for the program.

The program is designed to be completed in 18 months and consists of 48 quarter credit hours.

0% of students that initially started the program as full-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting. 0% of students that initially started the program as part-time students completed the program within 27 months of starting.1

0% of students that were active and attending this program in August, 2018, whether full or part-time, withdrew within the following 9-month period (which represents one academic year)2

The median combined loan debt for federal loans, institutional loans, and private loans certified by the institution, for all students who completed the program during the most recently completed award year was $ - .3

The Higher Learning Commission, CTU’s institutional accreditor, does not require the University to calculate a placement rate for either the institution or this program.

There are no applicable educational prerequisites for professional licensure or certification in the State of Maryland for this program. The University cannot guarantee that a graduate will be able to obtain a particular certification, permit, or license or secure employment in the field upon graduation or at any time in the future. It is the student’s responsibility to investigate the requirements before starting class to determine whether he/she will be eligible to pursue any particular employment and/or advancement in this field upon graduation.

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard, the median earnings of former students, regardless of program, who received federal financial aid at 10 years after entering the institution was $42,200 per year.

You can find the cancellation and refund policy at the following link: http://coloradotech.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/Catalog/Financial-Policies/Institutional-Refund-Policy

---

1 The program level completion rate is the percent of the cohort graduating within 150% normal time for the student’s program. The cohort consists of all initial program entrants who enrolled during the time period that is 150 percent the normal program length proceeding the 7/1/2018 - 6/30/2019 award year. Full time / part time status is determined based on credits attempted during the first term after entering the program.

2 The program level withdrawal rate is the percent of all students who were active in the program as of the close of the 8/2018 term start, and were subsequently withdrawn on, or prior to, the close of the 5/2019 fourth term start.

(1) A student is considered to be active if s/he possesses a status of Active, Externship, Probation, LOA, SPN, or Pending Graduate.

(2) The number of withdrawn students excludes those who were dismissed by Colorado Technical University for any of the following: failure to maintain satisfactory academic progress, failure to pay school fees and/or tuition by applicable deadlines, engaging in fraudulent financial activities, disruptive behavior, posing a danger to the health or welfare of students or other members of the community, or failure to comply with the policies and procedures of the institution.

3 The program level median debt consists of the median amount of cumulative debt across all graduates of the given program for the most recently completed award year. All Federal loans, Private loans and Institutional balances due upon graduation by the student for the given program and any lower level graduate / undergraduate degrees are included.